
xMatters Keeps the 
World’s Technology 
Services Available

Integration Platform 

The  xMatters integration platform helps your 
people, data, and tools work together to resolve issues faster. 
The integration builder, and a directory of dozens of built-in 
integrations, make it easy. With xMatters, you can connect other 
tools with drag-and-drop ease and build processes that run 
automatically when incidents occur.  

Unlike other incident management tools, xMatters lets you 
manage incidents from common tools like Slack, ServiceNow, 
Jira, and any other tool under the sun.

Smart Notifications
When a real problem strikes, xMatters transforms 

monitoring alerts into smart notifications, pulling in relevant 
data from different tools to form a 360-degree situational view. 
On-call management identifies and notifies the right individuals 
and groups, so they respond—every time.

Mobile First
Go beyond IT alerting with xMatters. Sometimes 

an alert isn’t enough. Not only do you get context-rich alerts 
on which to take immediate action, but at the push of a 
button you can send incident information to chat, ticketing 
or service desk, and status page. You can also use the app to 
check your on-call schedule so you never miss a shift.

Enterprise Grade Architecture
Recognized by G2Crowd as the leader in Enterprise 

Incident Management, xMatters is built to scale across 
global, complex organizations. While it is easy enough for 
small teams to adopt and use, it is powerful enough to 
support incident management at scale for tens of thousands 
in global businesses.

xMatters keeps IT issues from 
becoming business problems

Every company wants to deliver a great 
customer experience. It can be difficult 
when your service is unavailable or 
running at reduced levels. With so many 
tools and teams involved in delivering 
digital services, aligning resources to fix 
problems can be challenging and chaotic.

The xMatters Digital Service Availability 
Platform helps teams small and large 
identify, prevent, and resolve IT issues  
so they don’t become business problems. 
What makes xMatters different?



xMatters Products 
and Features
The incident management platform 
that scales for large enterprises 

xMatters brings a unique 
feature set to customers. 
From the Integration Builder 
to Flow Designer, no one does 
incident management like 
xMatters. Our customers enjoy 
unmatched service.  Here are 
a few products and features.

On-Call Scheduling
When problems arise, ensure 
your team members are ready 

to respond. Identify on-call gaps, 
assignments, and escalations all in one 
place. Add or remove shift members 
or adjust escalation times directly from 
the calendar. Spot empty shifts and 
coverage gaps at a glance to ensure 
that shifts cover all available times.

Integration Builder
xMatters has powerful open 

APIs that let you connect modern 
and legacy systems to transform the 
way teams work together in an agile 
environment. xMatters integrations  
and a built-in browser-based script 
editor have you covered.

Flow Designer
This stunningly simple visual 

workflow builder allows your users 
to create incident management 
workflows using a no-code drag-and-
drop interface. Now it’s faster than ever 
to connect xMatters with your DevOps 
and IT applications to align resources 
for a proactive and consistent 
approach to incident management. 

IT Event  
Management

Before problems occur, xMatters pulls 
in data to proactively process events 
across your monitoring tools. xMatters 
correlates related events and blocks 
redundant information—to help your 
team pinpoint issues before they 
become incidents.

Analytics
xMatters provides the  

insights and visibility to gain a 
complete line of site across your 
business. Whether it’s a play-by-play 
view into event progression or valuable 
information for post-mortem analysis, 
xMatters analytics help you learn from 
each incident.
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